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Problem Space

Nowadays, people are so busy with their life that they do not have much 
time to cook or to enjoy their meal at home. Especially for people who 
leave by themselves, eating has become nothing, but an act of stuffing their 
stomach for sustenance purpose. Many people are in rush and no longer 
within the moment they are in. Then I asked myself, how the design could 
help people to remove themselves from the busy life and to allow them to 
appreciate and to have more enjoyable eating experience at home. 



Restaurant eating experience into everyday life 
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YOU EAT WITH YOUR EYES FIRST
Inspirational Statement



PRIMARY RESEARCH

1. Physical/hands-on experiments
2. Play with different lightings to see which ones 
portrays the food most appealingly
3. Exploring with different types and colours of 
the plate
4. Which table top would appeal the food?
5. I will take photos of food with different combi-
nations of lighting, table top, plates and food
6. Post them on instagram to see what people 
like the most
6. Talk to variety of chefs/home cook to hear in 
what environment/ they like to present their 
food in?

SYNTHESIS

1. Interview chefs and anyone who cooks 
 - Talented at food plating vs. struggling at  
 food plating
2. Interview people on what they think are the 
most appealing presentation of food
3. Hands-on learning (trying out on my own)
4. Visiting various restaurants
5. Researching through online/books
6. How could I bring in the eaint experience we 
get from a fancy restaurant into our daily lives?

PRECEDENT/HISTORY

1. WHY DO WE EAT FOOD?
2.An activity of daily living
3. Food was only an element of survivor
4. As art/design came into play
5. Starting in 1700s, the wealthy classes in both 
Asia and Western Europe laud chefs who pre-
pare and serve beautiful dishes
6. Food presentation: art of modifying, process-
ing, arranging, decorating food to enhance its 
aethetic appeal
 - Only the upper class could have afforded 
and enjoyed the luxurious, fancy platesand 
     food in the past
 - Lower or even middle class would have 
been satisfied just by having something to eat
7. Even today, we tend to think that dishes with 
fine food plating could only be seen in the 
luxurious restaurant; distanced from our every 
lives

SECONDARY RESEARCH

1. History of food plating, purpose of food plating/
food presentation
2. What are the rules or steps in food 
plating?
3. Different space, environment, lighting and 
plates chosen in different occations
4. Presentation of food does not only apply on the 
food itself
5. Cultural aspects of food plating and ritual of 
eating
6. Look into SNS (instagram, pinterest, etc) to 
look into how people bring in “food plating“ or 
“presentation of food“ in our daily home-cooking
7. What could I design to allow “presentation of 
food“ to be easy, but still appealing
 - To give accessility to art/design for 
 everyone
 - To allow people to enjoy their food by   
 taking a moment to appreciate their meal



MATERIALS

Lighting (colour/tone)
Table top (material/colour/texture)
Plates (colour, material, shape)

Wood:
 + Reusable, recycle and recoverable 
 material
LED:
 + Energy efficiency
  - Up to 80% more efficient than   
  traditional lighting
 + Contains no toxic elements 
Ceramic:
 + 100% plentiful, natural materials (clay,   
 feldspar, quartz)

SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY

1. To create an environment that allows anyone 
to display their food appealingly
2. To allow food plating to be more easily 
    approachable
3. To give a “guildline” to the user
4. As the more appealing the food looks, there will  
be more appreciation and better experience 
5. To change everyday eating to be more special  
     and memorable

TARGETTED AUDIENCE

1. Single living 
 - For people who have no time to enjoy  
 their meal at home, but rather 
 unconsciously just eat as to survive
2. To question in what environment (lighting, table 
top, plates, food) they get most attracted by their 
meal

ACTIONS TO EXPLORE

1. How does environment change one’s eating
 - Experience?
 - Habit?
2. Taking picutres of the everyday home meal
3. Food/Eating take up big part of our lives
4. Eating should be beyond an act of eating for 
survior
 - Change our habit of unconciously 
 ingesting the food
 - Pause, take a moment, and appreciate
 - The cook/chef is the artist & designer
 - Food/meal is the art & design
5. What’s the designer’s role? To what extend do 
I direct? 





IDEATION
Mind-Mapping



Primary Research

QUESTIONS
I have put up 2 questionnaires in the Emily Carr University Hallway;
1) What is eating to you?
2) Does food presentation affect you eating experience? How?
to get the basic ideas of what and how people think and interact while eating. 



What is eating to you?



stress relief
quieting my thoughts

TO SURVIVE

A chore

Something to do

Peaceful

Orgasm

Fun

Lucky

Drugs

Difficult

Family

Comfort

SUSTAINANCE
Satisfying hunger

Enjoyment of taste

Life

To keep the healthy body

Not to starve

Over eat to show how rich i am

PLEASURE

Consumption = Happy being alive

Happiness

The greatest thing in the world

What makes life worth living

The void

A source of anxiety

Relaxing

Anxiety

Alive

Enjoyment

DIstraction

Food

Love

Stress

Joy

To serve my diabetes

A chore

Pleasure

Hobby

A source of discomfort, bloating and dread as of lately

To stay alive
Necessity

Pleasure

Stress

Every bad experiecne

Life style

To survive

Meditation

Happiness

TO SUSTAIN THE BODY



Does food presentation affect your 
eating experience? How? 



Yup. 100% even when alone, i make my food look good af!

No, unless there is shit on it

Nice  presentation can make 
me desire to eat it and enjoy 
the experience of eating it

Yeah, i like my food to look good

Arbitrarily, yes

yes, structure matters, texture too

Sure

Yes, makes me hungry

The weird the combination, the better - no risk no fun

Hella, the camera eats first

Yes! YOU EAT WITH YOUR EYES FIRST

Yes, very much. It’s like packaging

Yep, no matter how good it tastes, 
if it looks bad, i won’t want it

Yes! good aesthetic makes me happier to eat

Yes

Yes, just like a warm 
sweater, if it’s nice, 
i will enjoy it more

Of course, If it 
looks nasty, I 
won’t eat it

Ya

YES

Big time
Eating = Pleasure

Visual = Pleasure

Double the pleasure

Won’t eat shit, 
that looks like shit



2ND QUESTION
Primary Research



As shown on the left side, I have asked 
numerous of people to rate from 1 to 5, out 
of 5 senses, what their most prioritizing 
sense is when eating.

Majority of people have answered that 
the sight is the most important element 
when it comes to eating.



3RD SURVEY
Collecting datas on how people 
behave when eating at home.

Primary ResearchPrimary Research



1) Do you cook? If yes, how much time do you spend on your daily cooking?

2) If you cook, how much time do you spend stylizing your food? 

3) Do you think about the visual appearance/presentation/display of your everyday home 
food? How important is it to you? Does visual appearance affect the way you eat?

4) What makes a meal visually appealing to you? How do you do it?

5) In what environment do you eat your daily meal at home? Describe the material, shapes, 
textures, colours of your plates, table tops, cutlery, placemat, lighting

6) In what environment would you like to eat your daily meal at home? Describe the material, 
shapes, textures, colours of the plates, table tops, cutlery, placemat, lighting that you would 
like to have

Through this survey, i have noticed few 
common things: 

1) People do not care about food presentation 
at home, unless they are cooking for someone 
else

2) People often eat on the couch or at their 
working desk, instead eating at the dinning 
table.
(In fact, not many people own dinning table)

3) People do not eat in the environment they 
wish to eat in at home. their desired eating 
environment is different than the one they 
currently eat in eat home



People care about the food presentation 

because it enhances the eating experience



But why wouldn’t they do it for themselves?



TIME



From the first two primary researches, i have found out 
that many people have prioritized the visual aspects of 
eating. but interestingly, from the third primary research, 
i have gotten contradicting answers. 

Majority of the participants said that they would not care 
about the food presentation when they eating alone, 
unless they are cooking for someone else. 

It was a very odd observation. Therfore, these two 
contradicting answers allowed me to start thinking 
about why would people prioritize the visual aspect of 
food, but why would they not do it for themselves?

Time was the answer. 

It is stereotypical that people often view food plating to 
require lots of time and effort. And becuase people live 
in  busy life they would distance themselves from caring 
about the presentation of food. Especially for those who 
live by themselves, they care even less. Eating is some-
thing that they have to do, something that they do un-
consciously. Like a chore.

I have gotten feedbacks saying that eating is 
happiness and that the pleasure comes from the 
visual aspects of eating. 

So then if i desgined ‘something’ that requires less 
amount of time resulting maximum quality of 
presentations of food, it will eventually enhance one’s 
eating experience. Not only that, they would be able to 
appreciate and enjoy every moment of eating. 

How?

How can i, as a designer, help people to 
elevate their eating experience? 

How can i give people the moment to remove 
themselves from the busy life and to appreciate and 
to enjoy the moment of eating?

How can i allow people to be in present when they 
are eating, so that eating is more than an act of 
stuffing one’s empty stomach to survive

Observations



WITH LESS AMOUNT OF TIME
MAXIMIZE YOUR EATING EXPERIENCE



EATING ENVIRONMENT CAN VARY DEPENDING ON NOT ONLY THE FOOD, 
BUT ALSO THE PLATES, CUTLERY, TABLE TOPS, PLACE MATTS, AND LIGHTING. 



SECONDARY RESEARCH

TABLETOPS



TABLETOPS
Wood



TABLETOPS
Marble



TABLETOPS
Others



SECONDARY RESEARCH

LIGHTINGS



LIGHTING
Warm tone



LIGHTING
Cool tone



Inspirations

ONLINE RESERACH



INSTAGRAM HOMECOOK



INSTAGRAM HOMECOOK



PERSONAL OBSERSERVATIONS



PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS

Hands-On Research #1
+ Same plates and the lighting
+ Different table top
+ Different angles of the food gives different appearance



Hands-on research #2
- Different plates & food presentation & table top
- Same lighting
A chef’s advice:
When plating, the most frequent used colour palettes are red, yellow and green
His advice is to add in any green colour element (food, garnish, sauce or plates, etc)

PERSONAL OBSERVATIONS



ON-SITE RESEARCH



OBSERVATION

Motomachi Shokudo
- Lighting: yellow coldish warm tone (bright)
- Dark solid wood top
- Smooth surface

- Colour: black, white, red, dark brown



Photo taken from different 
perspectives and by two 
different people
- To find out in what angle they 
think the food appeals the most

Motomachi Shokudo



OBSERVATION

RAISU
- Yellow warm tone lighting
- Dark wooden table top
- Japanese & Westernized 
    atmosphere



RAISU



OBSERVATION

RAISU

Even though we all go to 
same place to have same 
thing to east, depending on 
how people perceives the 
meal, their eating 
experience would vary



OBSERVATION

KUMA SUSHI RESTAURANT
- White cool lighting
- Colour theme: black & white
- The shape of the lighting created the whole atmosphere of the           
   restaurant
- Black painted wooden table top (grains)



PLATES



“YOU EAT WITH 
YOUR EYES FIRST”



MATRIX
Created 300 different table setting combinations to explore with



FRIED RICE

FRIED RICE

FRIED RICE

FRIED RICE
GOLD

WOOD

MIXED

9 DIFFERENT TABLE TOPS

FRIED RICE



SUSHI

SUSHI
GOLD

WOOD

MIXED

9 DIFFERENT TABLE TOPS

SUSHI
SUSHI

SUSHI



SALAD

SALAD
GOLD

WOOD

MIXED

9 DIFFERENT TABLE TOPS

SALAD
SALAD

SALAD



1. WHITE MARBLE 2. REDISH WOOD 3. DARKEST WOOD

4. LIGHTEST WOOD 5. BLACK 6. GREY WOOD

7. BLACK MARBLE 8. WHITE 9. SECOND DARKEST WOOD

9 DIFFERENT TABLE TOPS









WHICH TABLE SETTING APPEALS TO YOU THE MOST?

This survey was attached on the south building hallway for everyone who walk by 
could interact with it. out of 108 different table settings. I asked people to choose top 
5 of most appealing table setting when they were to eat alone. And along with that i 
have attached some sticky notes on the top right side for people to comment on why 
they do and do not like about the settings that they marked and did not. 





FEEDBACKS

Feedbacks from people
Comments that were specificially for the ones that people have checked off



FEEDBACKS

Four common feedbacks:
1) Prefers white plates rather than the square 
ones (more sufficient)
2) SImple, Clean, Minimalistic and Modern
3) Setting that evokes nature
4) Prefers dark wooden table tops



Decorative Art
Same food in different visual 
environments totally change 
the feelings/experience.

Simplicity works really well
Table plays big roll I guess

Difficult to access the question

This is information overload!!!

I am mostly appreciating 
how much time it took to 
make and move all that rice

Cutlery is supposed 
to be on the left side

OVERALL COMMENTS



I showed same food in different settings to prove to people that the table settings (plates, cutlery, 
table tops) have huge influence on one’s eating experience. 

As a result, I was able to validate my thought. It was not only me who tried to prove my ideas, but 
people came to their own conclusion. Many people who wrote the comments have told me that 
they have realized how the visual background could change the feeling and experience of the food..  
This whole process has started from a gut feeling. I had no back-up evidence to support the idea in 
the beginning. But this exercise helped myself and for the participant to realize how important and 
influential the table setting is when eating. 

The key comments that really influenced me to head towards next step was:
“Different background gives me feel it is expensive“

The initial approach of this project was to bring in the experience of restaurant into our 
everyday life, and this comment, to me, opens up the opportunity to allow it to happen.
Therefore I will start to investigate more on the table tops (background) to allow “minimum amount 
of time with maxized eating experience.“

If I were to do this exercise again, I would keep in mind that for the next time, I will make my 
questions more clear and easy to understand as I have got some comments on how people could 
not easily access to the questions due to overloads of information. 

RESULTS



Shape Exploration

PROTOTYPING



Portable + Interchangable
Eating Surface



Physical environtment (design) + Interactivity (actor)

Create active eating experience



SKETCHING



ILLUSTRATOR



ILLUSTRATOR



ILLUSTRATOR



ILLUSTRATOR



3D MODELING



3D MODELING



Simplified Forms

3D MODELING



MEASUREMENT

11 INCHES

 20 INCHES

?



PROCESS 
Gluing vaneers on mdf panel



FINAL 5 DIFFERENT PATTERNS















PRELIMINARY ETHICS PLAN FOR 
SPRING 2017 SEMESTER

Primary research methodology for the next semester will be to do user testing with various 
forms, shapes and materials of the concept prototypes. And based on the users’ reactions, I will 
be narrowing down the choices and to do multiple revisions. 

The participant of my project would specifically be for single livings. And within people who live by 
themselves, I will be testing on both people who are skilled at food presentation and those who do 
not care, enjoy or not skilled at it.Interaction with prototypes and doing material exploration is the 
most key plans I have for the next semester.



1) More shape exploration
- Overall surface 
- Inside tiles

2) Legs

3) Colours

4) Material exploration 
- Wood, marble & ceramic

5) Height

6) Overall atmosphere

7) User testing 

8) Revision 

9) Final production

10) Graduation show

SCHEDULE FOR 2017



THANK YOU


